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About Peter & Sons.
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1- Game Description

The year is 1914, and the world is shaken by the rolling thunder of marching boots and waves of unstoppable tanks. Way behind enemy pay lines, the lonely
soldier Hans Schultz bravely scores win after win in an epic slot game battle for his Kaiser!
Kaiser is a classic mid-high volatility video slot game played on a 5x5 panel with 40 pay lines evaluated from left to right and a max payout of 2333x bet.
The game features wilds with multipliers, scatters, and a bonus game with roaming wilds, including increasing multipliers and extra free spins.
During the main game, 3 to 10 wilds are randomly placed on the board, increasing every time a multiplier level up to x3, which resets after reaching the max. 3
Scatters on reels 2,3 and 4 triggers a bonus game awarding 7 free spins.
In Free Spins, 3 to 10 roaming wilds are awarded at the start, moving their position in the panel on every spin. In addition, collecting scatters increases the
Wilds multiplier level, from 1x up to 5x, awarding 2 extra spins on every upgrade.

2- Menu Buttons Descriptions

Game Panel

A: Open Menu
B: Enable/Disable Sound
C: Display Balance
D: Display Win
E: Change Bet amount
F: Enable/Disable fast play
G: Open autoplay options
H: Spin
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Game Menu

A - Open Gamerules
B - Open the Paytable
C -Open the game history
D - Enable/Disable Sound
E - Deposit (If enable by operator)

3- Game Screenshots
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4- Paytable and Paylines

5- Game Rules

Welcome to Kaiser! The year is 1914, and the world is shaken by the rolling thunder of marching boots and waves of unstoppable tanks. Way behind enemy
pay lines the lonely soldier Hans Schultz, bravely scores win after win in an epic slot game battle for his Kaiser!

ABOUT THE GAME

This is a classic 5x5 video slot game, with 40 paylines, Wilds, Scatters, a bonus game with increasing Wild multipliers and roaming wilds, and a random wild
placement feature with increasing wild multipliers up to x3 each time it triggers, resetting when reaching max.

MAIN GAME

The main game has 40 paylines, evaluated from left to right. Only the biggest win per line is awarded. Wilds substitute for all symbols but the Scatter. At
random intervals it triggers a random Wild placement feature, where 3-10 Wilds are randomly placed in the panel. Each time increasing a Wild multiplier up to
x3, resetting when reaching the maximum multiplier. Collecting 3 scatters triggers a bonus free spins game.

FREE SPINS

7 free spins are awarded. A random number 3-10 of roaming Wilds are awarded at start. Collecting scatters increases the Wild multiplier up to x5. The
multiplier does not reset. Roaming Wilds will randomly change position on every spin.

GAME MENU

Click the menu icon to expand or collapse the menu tray.

* Pay Table – Displays the paytable which contains an explanation of the key features in the game and displays the payout for each symbol dynamically.
* Game History – Displays the last spins with an option to rewatch.
* Game Rules – Displays the rules of the game.

(Some features and options may not be available in your jurisdiction)

GAME PANEL

* Click the menu icon to expand or collapse the menu tray.
* Sound – (if applicable) Turns the sounds on or off.
* Bet – Displays the current bet. Press to select/change the bet.
* Spin Button – Places the bet and spins the reels. When the reels are spinning, the spin button transforms into the Stop Button (Stop Button may be
disabled). Pressing the Stop Button stops the reels immediately.
* Autoplay Button – (if applicable) You can use Autoplay to play several game rounds automatically. It can be disabled at any time. Press the ‘Autoplay’ button
to access the Autoplay menu. Choose the number of rounds. Select the Loss Limit (if applicable). Select the Max Single Win (if applicable). Start Autoplay by
pressing the ‘Start’ button. You can see the number of Rounds remaining on the Stop button. When Autoplay is running, all remaining rounds are canceled by
pressing the Stop button.
* Fast play Button – (if applicable) Press to enable or disable fast play of game rounds.
* Win – Displays the win for the current or last win payout step.
* Balance – Displays the player's account balance.

KEYBOARD SHORTCUTS
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* Space Bar – Press the space bar to spin on desktop.

(Some features and options may not be available in your jurisdiction)

RETURN TO PLAYER

* The expected payback reflects the theoretical return across a very large number of spins by numerous players over an extended period of time and cannot
be affected by the player's strategy.
* The overall theoretical return to player is {{rtp}}.
{{#ifEq isMaxExposureVisible true}}* The maximum recorded win is {{maxExposure}} and it happened once in 1.000.000.000 simulated game
rounds{{/ifEq}}{{/ifEq}}

RANDOMIZATION

* The reels are spun with a fair and equal chance for each stop position by a certified random number generator. For more information, visit
www.peterandsons.org

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

* If your game is interrupted during play, you may replay the game round after restarting the game within {{restoreShowTime}} hour/s after interruption. After
that time, any winnings from an interrupted game will be added to your account. If you choose to skip the replay, your win will be added to your balance
immediately.
* In any situation where the replay-functionality is not sufficient, please contact the support team of your gaming website.
* In the event of malfunction of the gaming hardware/software, all affected game bets and payouts are rendered void and all affected bets are refunded.
{{#ifNe language 'en'}}* This is a translation of the original game rules. In case of a discrepancy between the English and this language version, the English
version prevails.{{/ifNe}}
* This is game rules version 1, dated 28/04 2023. To make available any previous version, please use the contact form at www.peterandsons.org

6- Game Data

Game Name: Kaiser
Reel Config: 5x5
Lines/Ways: Lines
Nº Paylines/ways: 40
RTP Range: 86% - 96%
RTP Type: DYNAMIC

Game Version: 1.1.2
RTP: 0.97
Variance: 51.12
Volatility:MID
Hit Frequency: 0.1992
Default Bet: 1
Min Bet: 0.2
Max Bet: 100
Max Game Round Win (1B simulations): 2000
Languages: 40+
Currencies: 40+
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